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'Cause I Said So...On Wednesday March 5, the residents of second floor Hills Hall lost a valuable friend and an entertaining pet. Cujo the piranha, who lived a short yet meaningful life in rooni 216, was tragically devoured by an even larger piranha named Satan. The friends and floormates of Cujo’s owner, Kevin Bannach, mourn with him during this difficult period. At this time, however, Bannach's name has not been cleared as the possible engineer behind the crime.Cujo will be remembered by his peers of the second floor. He is survived by goldfish pals David and Jonathan, room 214, as well as a large group of feeder fish in rooms 206 and 212. At the time of death, Cujo's pain was obvious. Satan had taken one too many bites out of his back fin, making movement nearly impossible for the former terror of the tank. Perhaps it was better he died, avoiding suffering at the hands of cruel Satan. ’Bannach awaits questioning, having motive and opportunity to pit the two killer fish against one another. His sick pleasure in the deaths of fish marks him as a prime suspect. More than once has he made threats against fellow floormates who own fish, hinting about how "cool" the de­mise of those fish would be at the hands of Cujo. Whether Bannach should be denied further residence will be determined by the Honorable Judge Matt
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BY GABRIELLE GARRETTNews WriterWhat is real life? A ques­tion pondered by many a college stu­dent. So in an attempt to help Olivet students respond in appropri­ate ways to this question, the Office of Student Development has intro­duced a pilot program this year called Real Life. >“It is our hope,- said direc­tor Ron Hadley, ’’that through Real Life we can expose issues to students that they may not get with the tradi­tional academic setting."Real Life is the brainchild of President John Bowling, who de­sired to bring a opportunity to stu­dents to. expand themselves outside
of the educational setting. Develop­ment of the program was turned over to Hills Hall resident director Ron Hadley after he was hired last Ml.Collaborators on the idea decided to have a seminar approxi­mately every month and a half, divid­ing the times between the resident director and resident assistant staffs of each dorm. Hadley resources the groups with ideas and then lets them handle presentation and marketing."We have gone this year without a big media blitz because we wanted to see how the program would work,” Hadley added. "The re­sponse has been good and has ranged due to publicity and topics.”The topics of Real life that have been covered thus far this year
were the political debate, surfing the Internet, and alcoholism and sub­stance abuse. Another seminar is scheduled for March 12 given by Dr. Kent Olney on how to build God­honoring dating relationships. Future topic possibilities are time manage­ment and financial planning.Seminar planners also try to make use of Olivet’s alumni base for some of the discussions. Other speakers have been Olivet professors and outside community members.“After this year of getting structure to the program,” Hadley noted, ”we are going to take the pro- ‘ gram to the faculty, show them the results, and ask for their support. We want this to be seen as a valuable as­set to Olivet’s academic life.”
BY KIM KREITH News EditorEvery year thousands or college students sit down to complete the hourly task of financM aid. Why does financM aid take so long for many students? Students have to go to the financM aid office and speak with a counselor, and then there is the collection of student and parent tax forms, the W2, and the FAFSA.After this, the application goes back and forth between the stu­dent, financial aid counselor and lender. Weeks go by and there is still no answer as to how much financM aid you will receive.Greg Bruner, the assistant director of financM aid at the univer­sity, explained that Olivet will be changing all this to better benefit the time of their students.“Four changes in the finan­cM aid office came into affect March 1,1997,” Bruner expMned.First, Olivet required one hundred percent verification of tax forms, the W2 and the FAFSA This year there will be a selective verifica­tion. Now, the government will re­
quire 30 percent of students to be verified by Olivet, including all forms. The other 70 percent will not need to verify any of the above.“This will allow student in­volvement to be decreased,” Bruner said; Second, actual loan proce­dure has changed from the loan ap­plication being filed, given to Olivet's financM aid office, and then being sent to the lender. Now, everything is electronically completed. Students, will work directly with their lender in­stead of financM aid. ^Third, award timing is much quicker for continuing stu­dents. Before incoming students were completed from March to May and continuing students were verified after. Now, all students are verified beginning in March.“There will be two draw backs to this in the area of scholar­ships,” Bruner explained. “Those who have academic and foundation schol­arships may receive a revision award letter because grades will not have been known when financial aid is completed.”





COLLEGE PRESS SERVICEFor every 100,000 college students, 65 were the victims of vio­lent crime in 1994, the Education Department said in its first-ever report on campus crime.Broken down into catego­ries, that means nine students were raped, 21 were robbed, and 35 were assaulted. Only one out of every one million students was murdered, the report said.Also, 257 students out of 100,000 were the victims of burglary or car theft.The report was required by the 1990 Student Right-to-Know and Campus Security Act, which man­dates that colleges and universities receiving federal funds must disclose campus crime statistics. However, critics of the report say many cam­puses still underreport crime on or near campuses and that campus crime logs and disciplinary hearings remain closed.The Education Depart­ment was required to issue a report on campus crime statistics by 1995. David A. Longanecker, assistant sec­retary of education, told reporters
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICEEvansville, Indiana - Kiss­ing is easy: just push your lips against another person’s and smooch! You’re there.Of course, things get com­plicated if you want to try the French Bss, the lip-o-suction kiss to the up- ■ siae-down kiss, according to kissing expert Michael Christian, a Boston College professor.At a speech at the Univer­sity of Southern Indiana, Christian told students about 25 different styles of smooching, plus he offered some tips on how to get over the first-time jitters. Christian demostrated the art of klssabillty by calling students on stage for a lesson in lip-locking."He had students come up, and it was the first time they had
that it was 18 months late because “we simply couldn’t get started and com­pleted by the deadline.”The report indicated that crime rates were higher at Universi­ties with on-campus housing. At col­leges with on-campus housing, there were 113 violent crimes per 100,000 students, compared to 29 crimes for those without.More than 10 percent of colleges failed to publish crime re­ports; also, 16 percent foiled to use the FBI or state crime definitions re­quired by law. The biggest offenders in both cases were trade schools and colleges with fewer than 200 students, such as cosmetology or technical schools. But critics say the biggest problem with the department’s sta­tistics is that they do not paint a true picture of campus crime. That’s be­cause the statistics don’t include in­cidents reported to officials other than the police, such as counselors at rape crisis centers and deans, says Security on Campus, Inc., a non-profit watchdog group.The group was founded in 1987 by Howard and Connie Clery, whose daughter was raped,
met, and they were kissing,” con- fumed Kathy Funke, a USI spokesper­son. Christian, who has written two books on the subject, enthralled students with some kissing trivia. Most Americans kiss for less than a minute, and one-third like to kiss with their eyes open, which is considered the ultimate smooch feux pas.But the professor said his expertise on the subject has not helped his love life.“Women’s expectations are too high,” he told students. “They always say things like, You’ve got to be kidding. You wrote the book on 
The Art o f Kissing and this is the best you can do?’”Christian, known on stage as William Cane, also has written The 
Book o f Kisses.
sodomized, and murdered in her dorm room at Lehigh University.“Although these crimes are required to be reported under the Campus Security Act, we have found that a culture of nondisclosure persists due in large part to almost total lack if enforcement by the U.S. Department of Education,” said S. Daniel Carter, the regional vice president of Security on Campus.In its report, the depart­ment acknowledged that other crimes may have occurred on campus but were not reported to local officials. “For example, forcible sex offenses are' widely considered to be vasdy unre­ported crimes, both in the community and open campuses,” the report said.Security on Campus argues that image-conscious universities don’t report crime statistics because they fear loss of enrollment or endow­ment. “When crime information is withheld by a school their students are put at risk because they can’t make informed decisions about security pre­cautions,” Carter said.The group’s president, Benjamin Clery, whose sister was mur­dered, says the report is “an absolute
flop, as for as the Department of Edu- cation is concerned. They can’t at­test to the accuracy of any of this.”Security on Campus-has been the driving force behind a con­gressional bill introduced February 12, the “Accuracy in Campus Crime Reporting Act of 1997,” The bill would require universities to open campus police logs and confidential, on-campus disciplinary proceedings.“University disciplinary boards are the only closed court­rooms in America,” said Jennifer Markiewizc, former editor of Miami University of Ohio’s student newspa” per. Markiewizc sued the uni­versity in 1996 when she was unable to obtain information about criminal incidents being handled by Miami’s disciplinary board. Thè Ohio Su­preme Court heard argument in January and is expected to rule later this year. “The secrecy [universi­ties] have been allowed to operate under only serves to paralyze the en­tire community from protecting itself against violence on campus,"she said.
disabled 
on . 8
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICEOpening doors, eating in the dining hall and using the bath­room are all relatively simple things to do - unless you’re in a wheelchair.At Salisbury State Univer­sity, fifteen students recently spent a day in rented wheelchairs to get an idea of what life is like for the physi­cally disabled.“There were a lot of blis­ters and sore muscles the next day,” said Briam Sterner, a 21-year-old para­lyzed senior who designed the project. Sterner, a SSU resident advisor, broke his neck at a party in 1994. He has foil use of his arms and partial movement in his fingers.“People didn’t leave the program saying they pitied people in wheelchairs,” he said. “The word I kept hearing was ‘respect.”’Sterner plans to regularly lead the program, which was recog­nized by the university as the “educa­tional program of the month.”
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One of the prindple con­cerns of our'"Education With a Chris­tian Purpose” is to come to a better understanding of how to integrate our Christianity into our daily lives. Too often, however, the model of Christianity which we are presented with seems to limit what Christianity can be. -For the most part we are provided with a single model of what a Christian should be. It is as if Olivet has determined what it believes a Christian worldview to be, put it in a handbook, and now works to build and support that worldview alone. Christianity seems to have be reduced to two trips to the altar and compli­ance with the student handbook. This not only excludes students from other traditions, but limits the defini­tion of Christianity. While there may be pockets of discussion and dialogue about real-life walks with Christ, theuniversity seems to have adopted and sticks to a policy that seeks to offend the least number of people. Unfortu­nately, this strict model which pre­
scribes what Christianity should be leaves little room for individual per­sonality in what should be a per­sonal relationship with Christ. This is unsettling because this model is not going to “fit” everyone here. Thedan-
sented with a variety of real-life sto­ries describing different approaches to Christianity and different Christian lifestyles. This descriptive type of Kith discussion not only provides those seeking Christ with more appropriate
^Debbie Chase 
Opinions Editor
ger is that students who ate presented only with this model may reject this specific brand of Christianity, andgiven no other options, reject Chris­tianity in general. In an environment of more open discussion, however, these same students could be pre­
options, but also provide a more re­alistic view of how Christianity works.Unfortunately, the pre­scriptive faith provided by Olivet is composed mainly of blanket state­ments which are made concerning a variety of behaviors. These broadly
stared mandates leave little room for dialogue concerning specific circum­stances. These guidelines remind me of the picture of the atom which we all learned in grade school with the electrons circling the nucleus in neat little orbits. But then in high school, when we’ve matured a M e , they pull out the quantum mechanical model with its very messy and complicated orbital which provide only a general region in which an electron is ex­pected to travel. Despite the fact that we’re all adults, Olivet is still handing us this two-dimensional diagram of how Christianity works. But wouldn’t a model which provides definite, gen­eral guidelines while allowing for some flexibility and uncertainty in specific moments be more appropri­ate? The prescriptive model limits our options and fails to answer real-life questions satisfactorily.In a recent “Interview withthe Chaplain,” former student Rhonda Houston reminded us of a dangerous flaw in our Christian edu­cation: our faith is not challenged.
Olivet seldom asks us to question our faith or the underlying principles of what we believe. But as she pointed out, when our faith is questioned and we must explain why and what we believe, we must consider our Chris­tianity carefully. It is in these times of questioning that our faith can truly become our own.Fortunately for the stu­dents at Olivet we have professors who are not afraid to cover material which may not make us all feel com­fortable or ask questions which force us to put some reason behind our faith. Plus, at Olivet we have a chap­lain who will admit his own shortcom­ings and difficulties in his spiritual walk. And fortunatelyfbrthe students of Olivet, especially myself, we have an administration that allows students like me to express potentially contro­versial views in an attempt to begin a dialogue among the students whichmay someday bring about a deeper understanding of why we’ve chosen a Christian university and why we’ve chosen to serve Christ
Researchers attempt another discovery of gravity
Setde back, because today I’m going to tell you the dramatic true story of what happened when some Japanese researchers decided to re-cre­ate the historic discovery of the law of gravity: As you recall, this discovery occurred in an English orchard in 1666, when, according to legend, Isaac New­ton, the brilliant mathematician, fell out of a tree and landed on an appleNo, hold it; upon reviewing the videotape I see that in fact the apple - fell out of the tree and landed on New­ton. Had this occurred today, of course, Newton would have simply put on a neck brace and sued everybody within a radius of 125 miles. But those were primitive times, and Newton was forced to setde for discovering the law of grav­ity, which states: “A dropped object will fall with an acceleration of 32 feet per second, and if it is your wallet, it will make every effort to land in a public toilet." . Later on, Newton also in­vented calculus, which is defined as “die branch of mathematics that is so scary it causes everybody to stop studying mathematics.” Ihat’s the whole point
of calculus. At colleges and universities, on the first day of calculus class, the professors go to the board and write huge incomprehensible “equations” that they make up right on the spot, knowing that this will cause al the stu­dents to drop the course and never re­turn to the mathematics building again. This frees the professors to spend the rest of the semester playing cards and regaling one another with hilarious sto­ries about the “mathematical symbols” they’ve invented over the years. (“Re­member the time Professor Hinkwatde drew a ‘cosine derivative’ that was ac­tually a picture of a squidT “Yes! Stu­dents were diving out the windows! And the classroom was on the fourth floor!”) ,Yes, Newton made many contributions to science, but gravity was definitely his biggest. That’s why a group of Japanese researchers decided, as an international good-will project, to re-create the original discovery, using an apple tree that was descended from the original Newton tree.I found out about this project thanks to an alert reader named (really) Harley Ferguson, who sent me
a story about it from an English-lan­guage Japanese newspaper called Tbe 
Daily Yomiuri. The article states that in August 1996, researchers at the Con­struction Ministry’s Public Works Re­search Institute in Arai, Japan, received a sapling descended from the original Newton Tree. This sapling, according to the story, came from the U.S. Com­merce Department’s National Institute of Standards and Technology, or NIST,.
Dave Barry
which is in charge of weights and mea­sures. (So if your pants don’t fit the way they used to, this is the agency to com­plain to.) ,I was curious'as to why a U.S. government agency would be pro­viding Newton saplings, so I called NIST and spoke with the official archivist, whose name (really) is Karma A. Beal. She sent me a bunch of information, which I will attempt to summarize here.The original Newton tree - for simplicity’s sake, let’s call it “Bob” - died in 1814. But before Bob went to
The Big Orchard in The Sky, cuttings were taken, and over the years these cuttings became trees, and cuttings were taken from those, and so now there are indeed genetically identical offspring - let's call them “Boblets” * all over the world.One Boblet lives at the NIST facility in Gaithersburg,, Maryland. It produces apples, but not many; the in­formation Karma Beal sent me refers to the tree as (I am not making any of this up) “a very shy fruiter.” The story gets a little murky at this point, but appar­ently the sapling sent to Japan for the historic re-creation of Newton’s discov­ery was grown from a seed from one of the NIST Boblet apples. This is signifi­cant, because if the sapling came from a seed, as opposed to a cutting, it is probably NOT a pure Bob descendant. As the NISTdocumentationstates, “The original flower was almost certainly pol­linated by some other tree.” (Trees are total sluts this way.)But let’s not be picky. The important thing is that the Japanese re­searchers had a sapling that was in some way connected to the original historic Bob. According to Tbe Daily Yomiuri,
their plan was to videotape the exact moment when the very first apple fell.The sapling was planted, and eventually it produced a single apple. The researchers set up a video camera. All was in readiness as, day by day, the apple grew riper and riper, get­ting closer and closer to the big mo­ment. And then, finally, it happened: a local resident, who knew nothing about any of this, wandered by, saw the apple, and ate it. N .So the researchers never did get to videotape the apple falling in a historic manner, although the article. states that “they did get scenes of the man munching on the apple.” The man is quoted as saying: “It just tasted re­ally bad.” But this does not mean the ptojecf was a waste of time. Often, in science, so-called “failures” produce the greatest discoveries. And this project resulted in a discovery whose value to humanity cannot be overemphasized.I refer, of course, to the fact that “Shy Fruiter and the Saplings” would be a great name fora rock band.
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Quit baby talk or quit college
The doctor is in and the diagnosis has been given: the “meme- meme” syndrome has hit Olivet like a plague, and couples around campus are dropping like flies. Everywhere you see it and everywhere you hear it, making you want to shriek in hor­ror and run for the hills.To what have many cam­pus couples succumbed? Baby talk. Pure, simple and deeply annoying baby talk. The goo-goo ga-ga of our childhood has been resurrected from our infancy to haunt our present, turning the good old days of college into romper room revisited. Isn’t it incredible that we come to an institu­tion of higher learning, where we should be expanding our vocabulary rather than shrinking it, and the pri­mary means of communication be­tween dating or engaged couples has become monosyllabic?You say you haven’t no­ticed? Well, let me give you some ex­amples. As I sit down to dinner in the cafeteria, eating a bowl of chicken noodle soup (what else?), my eyes glance over to see a couple sharing a chair. I mean, you can’t slide a piece of paper between them. He is slowly rubbing her forearms, gazing into her eyes as if they are all alone at a candle­light dinner. And she gazes back, lost in the smarminess of the momentAnd where is my soup? Congealing in the bowl because I
can’t choke it down for fear of my gag reflex. But no, it gets worse! He opens his mouth to tell her once more how she lights up his life, and the voice uttered from his mouth sounds like nothing masculine. Rather, the words are of such high decibel that it pierces
gether you’d think it was a La-Z-Boy. In feet, it’s hard to tell if they are one person or two. Without having to even hear, I can tell the language they’re speaking. Very similar to the dialect of any two- or three-year-old. Meme-meme meme-meme! And it’s
Matt Grills 
Executive Editor
the ear. And her response? In the “meme-meme” tone, she echoes back undying devotion while still manag­ing to sound like a mother sweet-talk­ing her child.And the best part is that she can still scarf down her turkey cutlet while everyone around this couple has managed to completely lose their appetite.So I leave the cafeteria, and walk out near the formal lounge. A creepy, clingy-couple sensation sweeps over me once more, and nau­sea nearly incapacitates me. Closer than two chapel seats, a guy and a giri are reclined so fer on the couch to-
not like you have to be within earshot The glossed-over look in their eyes says it all. So I retreat to the lobby of my dorm. A couple to my left, doing devotions in baby talk. Is a quiet mo­ment with God and each other hon- esdy the time and place to be talking like lovesick Muppet Babies?Acouple to my right, the guy massaging the girl's shoulders while speaking in a high-pitched whine. Is the childish tone necessary, or the touchy -feely display? There is a line! And some couples on this campus have not only ignored the line called Public Display of Affection, but have fallen over the
Important Election Notice
The past few years ASC has been holding nomination meetings to nominate candidates for executive posi­tions. This allows the council to provide the student body with a qualified ballot Within the past few years this process has not been consistent. Some years the council has supported only two candi­dates, while other years it has supported as many as seen fit. In order to lend some consistency, we feel this issue needs to be addressed in the constitution.To make the endorsement process relevant, there should be a cap on the number of candidates ASC sup­ports. If as many as four people are sup­ported, then ASC is not doing their job of informing the student body regarding the best qualified candidates for the po­sition. limiting this number to two will force the council to seek out the best can­didates for each position.ASC is most qualified to give the endorsement This group o f students
- ASC - has most recently worked with these candidates, therefore knowing whether or not they have fulfilled duties in their current role and/or determine if he/she will be able to successfully fulfill the duties of the position for which they are preparing to run.The Vice President o f Man­agement will in addition to the old job description of secretary will carry out sev­eral management functions. One will be overseeing the elections held by ASC: keeping the Election Commission chair accountable, seeing that all elections are run according to the constitution, and that all election data be preserved. The Vice President of Management will also hold ' all subsidiary dubs and organizations un­der ASC accountable by communicating with dub and organization presidents, preserving all joumals/miriutes of dub arid organisation meetings, and act as a liaison between the dubs and organiza­tions and the president of ASC.
The final added task is to see that all publidty for ASC events or activi­ties is done. (This does not indude pub- lidty for class councils, dubs or organiza­tions supported by ASC.) The majority of these duties are not dearly defined in the constitution under any other job descrip­tion. Thiswillhelpdarifysomeofthemis- conceptions about these duties and with whom the responsibilities 611. Many of the tasks have typically been done by the president of ASC. This forces him/her to p6y the role o f both leader and office manager, preventing the ASC president from adequately leading the council by concentrating on concerns of both the council and the student body. Within an organization, there needs to be both a leader to direct the group and a manager to maintain office business. This will as­sist ASC in becoming the effective student government it is designed to be.
edge ofadiff called privacy. Go some­where else; show and tell ended in kindergarten.Couples with this meme- meme syndrome, listen up and listen good! If that person attached to your right hip means as much to you as you proclaim they do, then have a real conversation with each other and take a detour from all that baby talk crap.For the love of heaven, if you plan to spend the rest of your life with that person, you need to speak to them in your normal tone of voice and not like they are someone you are baby-sitting. Frankly, it’s a sign of respect and a sign of college-level in­telligence. If you can’t talk to a pro­fessor in the meme-meme tone, then don’t do it with your someone spe­cial. ' More importandy, the rest of us who speak adult English don’t want to hear and see you utilize this primitive form of pseudoromantic communication. I personally don’t care if you want to call someone your. lovemuffin or schnooky-wookums, but not at my dinner.Heck, I’ll give you gas
money to drive to the state park, where you can sit for hours staring at each other like sirloin and be alone to regress in your language skills. Pri­vate conversations should stay pri­vate, and if you do want us to over­hear them, talk in a more complex manner that we can understand.Please don’t be offended, those clingy couples who happen to read this and feel convicted. It’s not like we’re asking you to donate your spleen or change your smooching habits, as much as we are simply sug­gesting you spare us.■ Be considerate of the feet that you live in a community, not the Tunnel of Love. It isn’t that we watch you with interest, but it’s hard to ig­nore adults who coo at each other in public. And if this column hurts a M e , maybe you need to be smacked in the head with the Glim m erGlass. Addressing your significant other nor­mally in a manner other than baby talk may just give you something else to talk about than each other. Try it - you’ll like it  This Mattitude rests its case.
'D^Bdlirir,;^ ' l§i§§|There should always be an answer to the question “Why?”, a n l -die Office o f Student Development has not given any explanation to seme: o f their recent rules. I think that the question needs to be asked.In fete January they (Student Development] putoutaletterob the dress policy. They stated that Sunday was to be recognized as die fo ld ’s Day at Olivet and that “Sunday dress” would be considered appro­priate attire in the cafeteria. The letter went on to state what “Sunday dress” was and was not Are they trying to tell us that we cannot honor the lord’s Day (which they seem to haw mandated as Sunday) because we wear jeans and a t-shirt on a Sunday? Does it Biblically state that we must not wear these [casual] clothes on Sunday or is this just a tradition that some people are holding onto? - ,  ,I think that it is odd that I can go to College Church fora Sunday morning service, wearing jeans and a t-shirt, and they accept me for who I am and not what I wear. However, if 1 go across the street and try to eat a meal, that I have already paid for, I will be fined by those enforcing the roles established at Olivet. Is Olivet worried more about the outward ap­pearance than that of the inside?Just because it sounds right to you does not mean that it is right Please, do not push the way you think the lord should be served on the rest o f us. S iH  : Sincerely,
Jeremy Hinshaw
Aimee Copley
A S C  President
Major: Junior
Classification: English Education 
Hometown: Houston, Texas
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I feel capable and ready to propel my vision. I want to serve Olivet in this leadership position and use my energy for the presidency.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. There are some definite walls that need to be broken at Olivet. Bridges need to be built anomg Olivet and the surrounding community, and between the student government and the students. Some of my ideas to build these bridges are a service day - a day when Olivet students meet and are sent out to do specific projects in the community. Town meetings would be informal gath­erings where students can voice their concerns to their student government. M.U.N.C.H. groups would be a volunteer program where upperclassmen and freshmen meet together for lunch every week. My goal, if elected for the 1997- 1998 school year, will be to ensure that no student can logically say, “No one cared what I think.” I want to open communication in every channel so that walls are tom down and bridges are built.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? My freshman year I was class president and in University Singers. My sopho­more year I was a WRA representative, an Evangels nursing home leader, played “Martha” in Arsenic and Old Lace, and in the Olivetians the summer before. This year I assistant-directed The Diary o f Anne Frank, served as an ASC rep­resentative, Green Room secretary, and a SALT leader.
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Amanda Pickett
A S C  President
Major: Business Management/Personnel Psychology 
Classification: Junior 
Hometown: Zionsville, Indiana
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I feel that I am a hard-working, dedicated person who can shape ASC into an active body of students working for change. My organizational skills and insight into student needs will enable me to work with ASC and the administration to bring to light student concerns.
Were you to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to 
ASC? Currently I have a high level of commitment to ASC, the Executive Coun­cil, and the student body. If elected, I would keep that high level of commit­ment.
What prompted you to seek this office? I believe that students are seek­ing an opportunity to share concerns and make differences on our campus. I see this job , ASC President, as an opportunity to empower the students and facilitate change.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC.I hope to open up ASC monthly meetings to the student body, hold forums with Student Development to address student concerns, sponsor Campus Blitzes and address a variety of other issues.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? I have been in the business Club for three years, Investment Club for one' year, WRA for one year, ASC for one year, ASC Executive Council for one year, 
Aurora staff for three years, and Aurora co-editor for a year and a half.
Brandon Williams **etit±on




What strengths do you possess that make yon a worthy r a for 
this office? My greatest strengths are determination and hard work. If I give my word that something will get done, I am determined enough to get it done and will work hard enough to see it through.
Were you to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to 
ASC? As ASC President, I will be committed enough to make sure that all I have promised will get done.
What prompted you to seek this office? My desire to see ASC become a council that effectively voices the opinion of the students.
Describe some of your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC.I would like to see ASC again become the council of the students. I would like the students to know what ASC is doing for them and I would like ASC to listen to student opinions.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? In my two years at Olivet I have been a member of the men’s basketball team. I was vice-president of my freshman class andfirst semester of my sopho­more year. This past semester I have taken over as president of the sopho­more class.
Running by Petition Chad Tingley





What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy ranHirf^ o» for 
this office? I do not know that I am worthy of the office of Vice-Presiden t of Spiritual Life. I do know, however, that in my commitment to God’s service He has always provided me with any ability I have needed. Nothing I have done or can do is worthy of what Christ has done for us. I can only pray for death with Him to serve you as He is serving you.
Describe some of your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. I can make no promise of what I would do as Vice-President of Spiritual Life. I have no great, new plan to attract the naked eye. All I can promise is I will listen for God’s voice and aVision from Him.
Brent Tallman
Vice-President o f  
Spiritual Life
Major: Biology and Christian Education 
Classification: Junior 
Hometown: Kansas City, Missouri
What strengths do you possess that make yon a worthy candidate for 
this office? As Vice-President of Spiritual life, I think I would be worthy of this position because I love God and His people. I carry a burden for the lost and hurting of our campus and want to give everything that I have to help them. God has taught me to be a listener and He has given me the ability to lead. But as far as worthiness goes I am not, because I am human and my only worth is Christ.
What prompted you to seek this office? I seek this office because God told me to run out of love for the students. I am not running because of any experience that I may have, or because of gifts that I have. I am running be­cause I love the students. That is it!
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. My goal as Vice-President of Spiritual Life is to appoint dorm chaplains, be­cause the dorm is a great environment to nurture spirituality and unity. I want to make Spiritual Life more visible. I want the students to know that people are being saved as a result of the ministries on and off-campus. I would like to see our outreach teams minister on campus. I think it would be neat to pro­vide ministry opportunities to the children of fens during sporting events. Most of all, I want the students to be active in what happens in Spiritual Life, com­fortable enough with me to make suggestions and point out weakness«.
in? As a student at Olivet I have been a SALT leader, recruited for the admis­sions office, led junior high at College Church, led Holy Hands of Praise, and participated in various intramurals.
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What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I have been a part of Spiritual life for two years on both inreach and out reach ministry teams. I am very passionate about the spiritual welfare of this Campus. I want students to “know” Christ when they leave Olivet.
What prompted you to seek this office? I started to think of running for Vice-Président of Spiritual life over Christmas break and began to pray and seek the Lord’s will. As time has progressed I have felt affirmation from the Lord.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential officer o f A SC  My goal as Vice-President of Spiritual life would be to change the way students view Spiri­tual Life. I would like to make Spiritual Life more personable and break down the walls that exist between Christian and non-Christian students. One of the ways I plan on doing this is to form a committee of students who would deal specifically with the spiritual issues concerning the student body. My goal next year is to concentrate more on internal ministry while continuing a very strong external ministry.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved la? I have been the chaplain of my class for the past two years as well as the chaplain of the Women’s Residence Association. Also, I have served on both Spiritual Life and class councils. I am also involved in SALT and I am a member of Orpheus Choir.
Appointed by CommitteeNicole Wilson
Vice President
o f  Finance
Nominated by A SC Angel Thauer




Hometown: Grand Rapids, Michigan
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I feel I am a hard worker and have the experience necessary for the job. I also have the incredible energy and enthusiasm it will take for the Social Committee to be a success.
Were you to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to 
ASC? I would be very dedicated to ASC. I love to give one hundred percent to all that I do.
What prompted you to seek this office? I know that I am capable to fill the position and it would bg a fun way to meet people and be involved.
Describe some ofyour goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. I have some creative ideas to make next year’s Christmas Banquet the best ever. I would also love to speak for the students to ASC and the administration.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? I am a Bible study leader on campus. I am also involved with WRA. I have recruited for the school for three years both through admissions and for the athletic department
Major: Accounting and Finance 
Classification: Junior 
Hometown: Fort Wayne, Indiana
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy ranitidate for 
this office? I am very organized and competent. I have done veiy well in my accounting classes and already know the system used now.
Now that you have been appointed, what will be your level o f com­
mitment to ASC? ASC and cheedeading would be my only commitments.
What prompted you to seek this office? I enjoy handling the finances. I find the organization and need for accuracy a challenge.
Describe some o f your goals as an executive officer o f ASC. To get the system back on track and simplify things for future Vice-Presidents of Finance. I would also like to hold the club treasurers more accountable.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? SIFE, Business Club vice-president, student cheedeading coach, teacher's assistant, ASC junior representative, VITA, and the current Vice-President of Finance.
dominated by A S C
Craig Dockery
Vice-President o f  
Office Management
Major: Art - Commercial Graphics 
Classification: Sophomore 
Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I’m the type of person that doesn’t buckle under pressure - 1 don’t look at something and say, “This can’t be done.” I say, “This must be done.” And I can type.
Were you to be elected, what would be yotir level o f commitment to 
ASC? While this wouldn't be the most stressful job on ASC, I would still strive to accomplish my goals and fulfill the position to the best of my ability.
What prompted you to seek this office? Being on ASC this year, I was frustrated by the relatively insignificant things we as a council accomplished. I feel like ASC has a lot of potential, and I want to help it reach that potential.
Describe some of your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC.I will publish a newsletter once or twice a month to inform the student body of what their student council is doing. It seems ljjce nobody really knows (or cares) what ASC does, and I think if the student body was better informed, we could improve the student-administration relationship. Also, since this is a new (or at least revised) position, I will find the most effective way to imple­ment the new responsibilities.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? I have been the co-editor of the Aurora yeaibook the past year and a half with Amanda Pickett. I cocoordinated the MRA Gotcha tournament with Jer­emy Hinshaw. I also served on the CMS council my freshman year, and I play music in chapel frequendy. Oh, and I was Art Student of the Month,once!,
Je ff Williams
Vice-President o f
Office Management* . • .
Major: Business and History 
Classification: Sophomore 
Hometown: Hannibal, Missouri
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I work great with people and I am quite organized. I’m continu­ally learning how to work and cope with people better by working as a waiter at Chicago Dough Company.
What prompted you to seek this office? I was encouraged by ASC Presi­dent Kristen Alger and ASC sponsor Dr. Jay Martinson to run for the position. I gave the idea some thought, talked with God and thought,"Yep, I can do that"
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer of ASC.I would like to make ASC more visible to the Olivet community. It seems that many students don’t understand why ASC is here or what we even do. If this means changing the system, then that’s what we’U work for. I also see a need for cutting back the red tape here at Olivet in many areas and for some sort of information board so we can know how our athletic teams are doing.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? While here at Olivet, I’ve balanced full course loads while being involved with intramural athletics, concert band, pep band, working at Chicago Dough, starting my own business, working with College Church's junior high, and marching with the 1996World Champion Phantom Regiment Drum and Bugle Corps out of Rockford, Illinois. I’ve also been honored to serve as a sopho­more class representative this year, representing my peers on ASC, and I have been named to the Dean’s list several times.
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MRA President
Major: Accounting and Finance 
Classification: Junior 
Hometown: Indianapolis, Indiana
What strengths do you possess that make yon a worthy candidate for 
this office? My strengths are leadership, working well with groups, and an openness to new ideas.
Describe some of your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. My goals are to have events that will include everyone and enable the men of Olivet to become closer.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 




Major: Business Administration and Speech Communications 
Classification: Sophomore 
Hometown: O ’Fallon, Missouri
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy ramtidan» for 
this office? I feel I would make a great MRA president because I have focus and motivation to see things through. I have the dedication to see jobs com­pleted and done right, not just finished.
Were you to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to 
ASC? I know this position takes a lot of hard work and time. I am willing to dedicate my time and effort to make it as successful as it has been in the past, if not more so. If elected to this office as a representative to the Executive Council, I would be at the meetings. I see dedication as the key to this posi­tion.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC.. Being a male on this campus, I know of the need for social interaction with other males (hockey, football, Gotcha, WWF, and Ultimate Fighting Champi­onships). We need time to let our testosterone go crazy. I also see the need for opposite-sex socialization, and I will be very willing to work with the WRA to plan events for the whole campus to get involved in. I’d like to make MRA an organization that the men of Olivet’s campus will be proud to be part of. Bill Passo has done a great job this year and has done a lot for MRA I’dlike to surpass his level of output. I want to make it intense and fun. I plan on keeping several of the great events such as the 2-on-2 Volleyball Tournament, Gotcha, and Hockey Night. I also want to put a greater emphasis on the spiri­tual life of Olivet men. I think that more prayer breakfasts, special speakers, and possibly some sort of men’s retreat would help in this area. I would also like to make resources more readily available to the ONU men when they are seeking answers or spiritual guidance. I’d like the lines of communication to be open between the student body and its representatives. It is your school. If you’re not happy with something oryou think something should be changed,I would want to know about it. If the showers in the dorms are always cold or if the dryers shrunk your favorite pair of boxers, I would want to know about it. I would communicate your turmoil to the ASC Executive Council and do my best to get the matter resolved.
Jason Delk





What strengths do yon possess that make yon a worthy candidate for 
this office? I am organized and creative and have a high level of energy. I also can get a picture in my head and make it come to life.
Were yon to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to 
ASC? I have a high level of commitment to ASC and I take my position very seriously.
What prompted you to seek this office? I very much enjoy being active in the activities WRA does, such as Family Weekend, Homecoming Coronation, Mr. ONU, and more. Plus, we had a successful year last year.
Describe some of your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC.I would like to bring a “Little Sibs Weekend” to our campus, along with some other internal changes. I want to see WRA become an organization the female students can use as a resource when needed.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 




Major: Christian Education 
Classification: Freshman 
Hometown: Rock Island, Illinois •
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy candidate for 
this office? I have experience with Aldus Freehand and Pagemaker, high school yearbook, and in the past I served as a president of a club.
Were you to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to 
ASC? Since I have prior experience with ASC, I think I have a better under­standing of it. I believe is a very good organization that, if utilized, helps students opinions to be heard. I would support ASC as much as possible.
What prompted you to seek this office? This year’s positive exposure to the Aurora has sparked my interest in what I think could become a huge opportunity to get students involved with their school.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC.I would like to get more students involved with the production process. Also, I would like to work on lowering the debt.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? ASC, the freshman class council, Aurora, past Grand Representative of Montana in Illinois for the International Order of Rainbow for Girls, and the National Honor Society.
Gabrielle Garrett
GlimmerGlass Editor
Major: Political Science 
Classification: Junior 
Hometown: Decatur, Illinois
What strengths do you possess that make yon a worthy ranriiHafr for 
this office? I have worked with the newspaper for two years now and I have improved my background in editing and writing. I possess strong leadership and organization qualities, as well as the ability to delegate responsibility. This is a large part of what I believe will make the Glim m erGlass even more suc­cessful next year.
Were you to be elected, what would be your level of commitment to 
ASC? I plan on having a high level of committment toASC. I would like to see it expand in areas that bring more students' needs to the administration.
What prompted you to seek this office? I was prompted to run for 
Glim m erGlass because of the need for strong leadership to help the paper continue to grow into excellence.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. My goals as an ASC officer are to help make ASC more student-centered and bring students’ voices and concerns back into the council’s chambers.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 





Major: Speech Communications *
Classification: Freshman 
Hometown: Coldwater, Michigan
What strengths do you possess that make you a worthy ran rfirigfor 
this office? I believe I will enjoy the work involved with being the 
Glim m erGlass editor. I have some previous experience from high school with layouts and with writing. I also have experience with leading various groups. I used to be in charge of FCA at my high school, and I was a student leader in my Campus Life group. I am particular about my work, and I like to see things- well done.
- •
Were you to be elected, what would be your level o f commitment to ASC? If I am appointed to this job, I would take it very seriously. I would like to see the quality of work remain, if not make some improvements. I know being the Glim m erGlass editor is a tough and sometimes a time-consuming commitment, but I am willing to put in the extra time, stress and energy that is needed to publish a quality paper.
What prompted you to seek this office? My last two years of high school,I became heavily involved in both my school newspaper and yearbook. Dur­ing this time I realized how much I enjoyed work in journalism.. This and my love for writing brought me to Olivet to study journalism. When I heard the editor’s position was going to be open next year, I  was very excited. It would be a good job that I would really enjoy doing, and it would give me some of the experience I need to be a journalist.
Describe some o f your goals as a potential executive officer o f ASC. The goals I have come up with for the Glim m erGlass next year are pretty simplistic. I would definitely like to see the paper remain at its current quality or improve. I would also like to try to improve some of the writing and adjust the layouts to include more photographs if possible.
What other activities and honors have you received or been involved 
in? I am currently involved in the mime group on campus known as Unspeak­able Love. I am also part of the freshman prayer chain, a SALT group, and the 
Glim m erGlass. Besides these I usually play backyard football once a week, as well as various intramural sports.
Tigers headed to Tulsa fo r  M arch 18-24 N A IA  tourney
BY PAUL SCHWADA Sports WriterIt took some "...of the Year performances," but the 1996-97 Tiger hoops squad is now headed back to Tulsa for the March 18-24 NAIA Divi­sion I national tournament.The Tigers began the sea­son in a tie for a 26th national rank, but a 1-8 start saw them fall far into “the dark recesses of the national list­ings. Once lost in that abyss, most teams don’t have the grit to pull themselves back into the national limelight in the same season, but that’s precisely what the Olivet men have accomplished. They won 20 of their last 24 games to finish in a tie for 26th. The Tigers’ overall record stands at 21-12, which marks the ninth consecutive 20-win season for the Olivet men’s basketball program.It took many... of the Year performances in various game s and by various players, but two Tiger play­ers and one coach were honored by the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference for their contributions.Ralph Hodge, in his 18th season as the head man in McHie, was named CCAC Coach of the Year for the sixth time. His record now in­cludes 344 wins and 231 losses, a .598 winning clip. Hodge has been a part o f453 of Olivet’s career 575 victories.
Sophomore post man Jack Michads exploded for the squad this year, leading the team in scoring with a 14.3 points-per game average and in rebounding with an average 7.5 boards per game. Michads is also ranked 13th nationally in field goal percentage (62 percent). Michaels' dominance in conference play earned him recognition as the CCAC Player of the Year.In addition, freshman standout Brian McCauley.was named CCAC Freshman of the Year. The In­diana native averaged 10 points per - game this season and cracked the starting lineup for the last 12 games, averaging 14.2 points per game in that final stretch.Perhaps an award should be given, however, for Most Valuable Presence on the court. If there was such an honor, it would certainly go to senior point guard Jeff Dillingham, who is the unquestionable leader of the Tigers this seasonDillingham finished his outstanding career at Olivet with 508 total assists, good enough to be tied for fourth on the school’s all-time list With 1,138 career points, he is eight points away from the 20th spot. Dillingham also ranks 18th in free throws made, and sixth in three point­ers made. And Dillingham’s efforts didn’t go unnoticed, as he was voted to the all-conference team.
The final stretch o f the championship season included two wins over St. Xavier.In the first matchup at McHie, the Tigers were down by five at the half, but rallied in the second half to win it, 72-63. McCauley led the team with 14 points, and the big-man trio of Drew Neal, Michaels, and Jer­emy Yoder contributed 10 points each. Si. Xavier returned one week later and matched Olivet’s scor­ing total for the first game, but the Tigers found a way to turn up the hear, shooting 53 percent from the floor on the way to a 94-72 win. •Yoder led everybody with 11 rebounds on the night, while Michaels muscled his way to 22 points.It was Purdue-Calumet’s turn to enjoy McHie’s luxurious locker room facilities last Tuesday night for the CCAC championship game. Be­fore facing off with the Tigers, the Lak­ers defeated St. Francis, 94-72, in the second round of the CCAC Tourna­ment The first half was a less- than-stellar offensive performance, but Olivet led 34-18 at the break.The Lakers rallied after the break, slightly outscoring the Tigers in the second half, and pulling to within six with just over three minutes to play. But the Tigers, already
The Tigers'Jack M ichaels takes it strong to the hoop during Olivet's battle 
with Purdue-Calum et last Tuesday night. (John Dickson photo)
Several superheroes were on band last Tuesday night to witness Olivet's 74-59 victory over Purdue-Calum et. The
$$21*211 ^ A e.^ t f6 I^^}97iff l.^ t!M Q P JJP !irrtflfnent in  the last nine years. (JohnDickson photo)
smelling that fresh Tulsa air, shut the door on Purdue-Calumet and finish with a 15-point win, 74-59.For the season, six Tigers, Michaels, McCauley, Yoder, Jeremy Foster, Chris Graham, and Tyler Field, shot 50 percent or better from the field. Foster had 101 assists, sec­ond only to Dillingham’s 175, and Darren Smith had 23 blocked shots, far more than any other player.Deserving special men­tion is senior Chris Graham, who be­gan the season as a starter, but fin­ished the season contributing more off the bench. Graham averaged 22.7 minutes per game, hitting 50.5 per­cent of his shots and 35 percent of his three-point attempts.In addition, Graham was among the top five Tigers in assists, with 56, and ranked third on the team. in steals, with 34. Graham was named as an honorable mention to the all- corif&ence team?
Olivet as a team made 49.1 percent of its field goal attempts and shot 35.9 percent from the three- point arc. The Tigers finished the conference tourney so quickly that they won’t find out their first national tournament opponent until Wednes­day morning. The team will then leave Sunday for Tulsa, marking the sixth time in nine years they have reached the NAIA tournament. ■They will face stiff compe­tition, but the Tigers have already come a long way against substantial adversity to win the conference. The extremely tough nonconference schedule paid off in a big way in con­ference play, and the Tigers now hope it was enough to see them through games against the best the nation has to offer. Success will be indeed besweet.




Lady Tigers headed fo r N C C A A  Tourney
BY ERIC OLSON Sports WriterThe Olivet women’s bas­ketball team is headed to Tennessee this week to begin play in the National Christian College Athletic Association tournament. The lady Tigers earned the NCCAA berth by winning the dis­trict tournament held in McHie Arena last weekend.In the championship game on Saturday afternoon, the Lady Ti­gers pulled out a 61-53 win over Judson College. The win was not an easy one for Olivet.•At halftime, Olivet was up by four, 25-21. Judson’s three-point shooting kept them dose in the sec­ond half, but Olivet had an answer for them: defense. It was the defensive pressure down the stretch that al­lowed the lady Tigers to capture the game. Olivet forced 15 turnovers, committed only seven themselves, and picked up 11 steals. Carissa Stiefel, who led the team with 24
points and four steals, sealed the game on back-to-back threes.Also ^coring in double fig­ures for the Lady Tigers were Sarah Lugingbill andjulie Erffineyer, with 12 and 11, respectively. Natalie Gatlin contributed 12 rebounds and Gina Lorenz added eight points and seven rebounds. Olivet was matched up with Bethel College on Friday night. The key to the victory was the Lady Tigers’ deadly shooting. They made nearly half of their shots, shooting 48 percent from the field. Building a seven-point lead at the half, the Lady Tigers cruised to a 65-57 win.Pacing Olivet was once again, Stiefel, who poured in 18 points, five assists, and four steals. Erffineyer put in 14 and Lorenz had 10 to round out'the top scorers.' Stiiefel and Erffmeyer were also named to the all-tournament team.The NCCAA tournament victories washed out some of the bad
taste left in the Lady Tigers’ mouths from their first-round elimination from the CCAC tournament. Olivet lost to conference foe Rosary College back on February 25, dropping them out of NAIA playoff chances.They did, however, pick up some postseason CCAC awards. Senior captain Stiefel was named co­player of the year with her 17.6 points- per-game average. She currently ranks fourth on Olivet’s career scor­ing list. Junior captain Sarah Luginbill, and freshman standout Erffmeyer both earned CCAC honorable men­tion honors.The NCCAA National Tour­nament is held Cleveland, Tennessee on March 13-15. The Lady Tigers re­ceived a questionable eighth seed and will have to free a tough team from Texas in the first round. Olivet plays Letourneau University (24-3) on Thursday afternoon.
See Judson College 
box score on page 17.
BYJANELL WAID Sports WriterThis year’s track team has been keeping a good pace.From February 25 to March 2, the team competed at the NAIA Indoor Championships in Ne­braska, where Coach Ray Kuhles felt the team fared well.Kabala Murphy ran the 600 meter in 1:20.57, good enough for a
fifth-place finish in the nation and All- American status.“I’m really thrilled for Kabala,” Kuhles said.Anthony Krol ran the 600 in 1:24.24 and was placed fifth in heat five. TroyWalkerfinishedl3thinthe 5000 with a time of 15:27.93. Ben Simpkins placed 19th in the shot put 47’04.50. T ie men’s relay team, com­prised of Paul Harris, Chi Edwards,
Raymond Fefee, and Krol, placed third in heat six.Shannon Bull finished ninth in the 1000 with a time of 3:05.63. Treasure Schultz ran the one mile in 5:29.44, good for an 11th place. The team’s next meet is April 3-5 in Chicago at the Chicagoland Outdoor Champion­ships.
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Freshman Ju lie  Erffineyer sizes up a free throw fo r  the Lady Tigers at the 
district tournament held in  M cHie Arena this past weekend, (tola Noble photo)
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'Brutal' schedule to test No. 23-ranked softball team
BY HEATHER K INZINGER  Sports EditorOne of the youngest and the best just may be better.The Lady Tigers, ranked No. 23 in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics preseason poll, return six starters from last year’s National Christian College Athletic As­sociation national championship squad. And this young team, com­prised of two juniors, eight sopho­mores, and four freshmen, just may be improved from the 1996 team—a scary thought for Olivet’s opponents.“I’m confident that the team we have is just as strong, if not stronger, than the team last year,” 1996 NCCAA Coach o f the Year Ritchie Richardson said. “Our pitch­ing is better than it was last year—our hitting, defense. I feel like we’re bet­ter in all areas.”ThaUncludes a tougher schedule—"brutal” in Richardson’s terms. Olivet is slated to play five of the top 20 teams in the NAIA and ten NCAA Division II schools—most of them full of juniors and seniors.Pitcher Corrie Allen, the 1996 NCCAA National Player of the. Year, leads a talented pack of eight sophomores who return from last year’s squad. In 36 games last year, Allan posted a 29-7 record and a 1.48 earned run average. The right-hander
struck out a career-record and sea­son-record 247 in 1996 and walked a mere 18 batters in 223 innings pitched. Allan also proved herself on the other side of the plate last year, hitting at a team-leading .451 clip and setting records in runs bat-, ted in (57) and doubles (24).Kristie Tussey also returns to the pitching rotation. Tussey was 8-5 witha 1.93 ERA last season. When she’s not pitching this year, the sophomore will play right field. Allan and Tussey will switch off in double- headers. Sophomore Tara Heflick, who hit .277 last season, starts first base for the lady Tigers and may play right field. Sdphomore Kristy Evans, who hit .216 last year, backs up Heflick._ At second base, the lady Tigers return one of the best defen­sive players in the NAIA in sopho­more Karrie Hamstra, a member of last year’s NCCAA All-National Cham­pionship Tournament Team.In left field, sophomore Kara Simpson, 1996 NCCAA All-Dis­trict IV Team member, who hit .327 last season and led the team in runs scored (56), returns this season.A J. Carrell, yet another sophomore and a member of the 1996 NCCAA All-District IV team,
handles the catching duties for Olivet Junior Carissa Stiefel, Olivet’s second-leading hitter last year at .448 and team leader in hits (90), will. play shortstop for the Lady Tigers once her basketball season is done. The NCCAA All-District IV team member scored 54 runs and had 46 RBIs in 1996.Two talented freshmen handle third base and center field du­ties, respectively.Kylie Redman, an Illinois Super 60 player who earned all-state recognition at Class A champion Casey- Westfield High School, plays third and should be an offensive threat for Olivet.Trisha Monahan, an Illinois Super 60 player for Oak Forest last year, patrols center field.“With these two freshmen, they’re both outstanding," Richardson said. “I put them in the same mold as the freshmen class last year. They come in highly-touted.”The Lady Tigers won three of their four games this past weekend. On Saturday, Olivet swept a double- header against McKendree College, 10- 0 and 3-2. Alan (1-1) won the first game in five innings. Allan, Heflick, and Evans each had two hits.In the nightcap, Kristie Tussey (2-0) got the win off solo home runs from Allan and Monohan.On Friday, Olivet split a doubleheader with No. 7-ranked Will­
iam Woods University. The Lady Ti­gers dropped the first game, 5-0, de­spite nine hits. Allan picked up the loss, but struck out five and walked just one in the contest.But Olivet bounced back in the second game for a 7-6 win. Kristie Tussey got the win, striking out two and walking four. Allan went 3-for-4 with four RBI and three doubles and Monohan went 3-for-4 and scored two runs in the victory.' While Olivet may have sur­prised teams last year, they become one of the hunted this season. And Richardson realizes what that means for his team.“It just means that we have to push ourselves harder,” Richardson said. “This year, people will see us in the rankings and every­body we play will play us like it’s the World Series. Everybody will play us tough. It’s a great challenge...."If we end up winning 42 games this year, we’ll know for a fact that we’re one of the top teams in the country. And I think we are; it’s just a matter of mentally going out there... physically, I feel like our talent is equal to most any NAIA team in the country.... Again, it’s just, are we ready with a group of sophomores and freshman to be one of the best... in the country."Good question.
Tigers will look to seniors, freshmen in 1997
BY JA SO N  MULLIGAN  Sports Writer“Experience” is the key word for this year’s Tiger baseball team. Entering his twelfth year, as Olivet’s head baseball coach, Brian Baker returns 15 lettermen and seven seniors. The team, which posted a 21-26 record last year and lost in the championship game o f the Chicagolatid Collegiate Athletic Con­ference Tournament, is led by a trio of senior captains: Steve Dehaan, John Dudley, and Jeff Dillingham.Dehaan, one of the Tigers’ top hitters, will start at third base for the Tigers. Dudley will be a perma­
nent fixture in the starting pitching rotation and Dillingham at shortstop. Sophomore Scott Wadsworth is at second and junior Jeremy Wiltgen at third to round out the rest of the in­field. * Mark Lee to anchor the outfield. Lee, a senior, was the top hitter on last year’s club, with an av­erage of around .400. Senior David Lucas will move to left field. He led the Tigers in the power category last season with six home runs and is ex­pected to provide the long ball again this year. On the mound, the com­bination o f sophomore Chad Wiersma, seniors Jason Witt and John
Dudley, and freshman Matt Schweitzer will try to deliver a successful season.As spring break approaches, so does the’ team’s' annual spring trip. This year, the Tigers seven teams in three different states.En route to Alabama, the team will stop in Kentucky to take on Kentucky Wesleyan, a powerhouse in NCAA Division D. In Alabama, Olivet will meet North Alabama University and Alabama/Huntsville University, both top-ten teams in Division II.Perhaps the team’s greatest challenge was supposed to be this past weekend against Division I foe Brad­ley. It would have been the team’s first outing, but the game was canceled due
to bad weather, which made the field unsuitable for play.This weekend, the Tigers will face the University of Indianapo­lis at Indianapolis. Next weekend, Olivet will travel to Resselaer, Indiana to face St. Joseph’s College, runner- up for the Division n national title last year. This year’s freshmen class is definitely a strong one. It is also a large one with nine new faces.“This might be one of the better classes we have had in the last few years,” Coach Baker said, un­doubtedly hoping that both youth and experience will lead the Tigers to a successful 1997 campaign.
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April 8 St. Joseph’s (IN) .(2), 3 p.m.
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BY IOIA NOBLE Sports WriterWhat does January have to do with the tennis season? Just ask Olivet's men’s tennis team, which began practicing as soon as they re­turned from Christmas break in mid- January. Coach Obie Coomer is im­pressed with the team’s work ethic.“It's a real credit to these guys to want to improve their game. I consider myself very fortunate to have players who want to better them­selves.” The team has been work­ing out in Olivet's fitness center and running on the indoor track because the weather has not permitted them to be outside.The team also plays once a week on indoor courts in Park For­est, and as the season approaches, they will play there twice a week. This indoor work will continue “until the weather is suitable ” Coomer said, jSenior and team captain Marie Burba lists playing on the indoor courts as a definite advantage over last year.
s tennis 
start s
. Last year, the team was hurt by not being able to practice on the courts early in the season.“Our third time on a court was a match. We could not practice outside, and the inside courts were not available,” Coomer said.But the Tigers may face a different challenge this season. Four players return from last season: Burba, senior captain Mark Mountain, junior Greg Bushey, and sophomore Kevin Stipp. The freshmen include Je ff Bulthuis, Andy Gibbs, Erik Gemand, Craig Manes, Brian Gibbs, Paul Dixon, and Kent Dinius.“I am pleased with those that are returning,” Coomer said. “It’s nice to have that much leadership and dedication.”But the coach does admit that the lack of college experience among the freshmen is a definite team weakness.Dixon said he is looking forward to the college experience. He commented that the team has “some good leadership, and some young players who want to hit a lot" But Dixon does admit that a college pro-
Men's Basketball Women's Basketball
Olivet Nazarene 74, 
Purdue-Calumet 59 
(March 4, at McHie Arena)Olivet: Foster 3-8 2-2 9, Yoder 6-8 2-2 14, Michaels 6-115-817, Dillingham 1- 6 8-911, McCauley 7-16 2-219, Graham 1-3 0-0 2, Neal 1-4 00 2. :Purdue-Cal: Culp 0-4 2-2 2, Klein 2-3 00 4, Penn 5-12 3-315, Lee 3-71-2 7, Blower 9-20 00 23, Sparks 3-81-18.Olivet 34 Purdue-Cal 18 4041 7459Three-point goals-Olivet 5-14 (McCauley 3-9, Foster 1-2, Dillingham 1-3), Purdue-Cal 8-22 Blower 5-11, Penn 2-5, Sparks i-3, Harris 0-1, Culp 0-2). Fouled out—none. Rebounds— Olivet 35 (Michaels 10, Foster 7), Purdue-Cal 27 (Lee 6, Penn 5, Sparks 5). Assists—Olivet 18 (Foster 7, Dillingham 5), Purdue-Cal 11 (Blower 4, Penn 3). Steals—Olivet 7 (Foster 5), Purdue-Cal 6 (Penn 3, Harris 2). Turnovers—Olivet 15, Purdue-Cal 14. Technical fouls—Purdue-Cal (Klein). Total fouls-Olivet 9, Purdue-Cal 19.
Olivet Nazarene 61, 
Judson College 53 
(March 8, at McHie Arena)Olivet: Myers 0-100 0, Stiefel 5-1611- 13 24, Erffmeyer 5-101-111, Disch 1- 304)2, Lorenz 3-9 2-2 8, Gaskill 0-10- 0 0, Gatlin 2-8 0-0 4, Luginbill 5-15 00 
12 .  •Judson: N. Smith 5-13 0-213, Waldron 0-4 00 0, Holmes 6-161-2 . 17, M. Smith 1-3 00 2, Dunn 4-6 0-1 8, Collins 6-131-313.Olivet . 25 36 — 61Judson 21 32 -  53Three-point goals—Olivet'5-15 (Stiefel 3-7, Luginbill 2-7, Myers 01),. Judson 7-13 (Holmes 4-6, N. Smith 3- 7). Fouled out—none. Rebounds— Olivet 39 (Gatlin 12, Luginbill 6, Erffmeyer 5), Judson 40 (Dunn 11, Collins 10, Holmes 6). Assists—Olivet 11 (Disch 3, Luginbill 3), Judson 14 (Holmes 7, N. Smith 4). Steals— Olivet: 11 (Stiefel 4, Lorenz 3, Luginbill 2), Judson 1 (N. Smith). Turnovers—Olivet: 7, Judson 15. Total Fouls—Olivet: 9, Judson 12.
gram is a bit different than that in the high school ranks.“ [In high school,] tennis is one of the sports that is looked at as [being] not a real sport.”Coomer said that Olivet has a lot of depth.“Usually, teams have one to three good players. All of these guys [the Olivet men’s tennis players] can play.” Coomer looks for new­comers to open some eyes this sea­son. “We have a freshman who we think is going to be outstanding.”That freshman may be Dixon, whom Burba said is exciting to watch. The team opens the sea­son on March 24 against Lee College in Cleveland, Tennessee. Their first home match is April 1 against Judson College at 3 p m. On April 3, the Ti­gers host the University of Illinois- Springfield at 3 p.m.
Tiger Den
*  Some notes about d is seisorfs Olivet - men's basketball team:.The Tigers won their share r o f postseason awards. In fact, the Ti­gers won them all.
Ralph Hodge was voted ® the Chicago land Collegiate Athletic Con­ference Coach of the Year for the sixth yearin his eigmeen years as Tigers head coach. Sophom ore center Jack 
Michaels earned CCAC Player o f the Year honors, guard Brian McCauley was named CCAC Freshman of the Year, and senior guard Je ff Dillingham joined Michaels and McCauley in being voted as members o f the All-CCAC Team. Junior forward Chris Graham was was named as an honorable men­tion member of the team.Over the last ten years, the Tigers have posted a 225-102 (.688) record and have qualified for the NAIA National Division I Tournament m six o f the last nine years. The team has won the CCAC in seven o f the last nine years.The Tigers started this sea­son tied for a 26th ranking in the NAIA Division I poll. After falling to 1-8 at the beginning of the season, Olivet is once again tied for the 26th spot.
. The Tigers' 21-12 recotd this season marks the ninth consecutive 20-win season for Olivet men’s basket-1
* On the recruiting front, Jonathon Moore, a 5-11 sharp-shooting guard (torn Decatur Christian School pinois), helped lead his team to its second- straight Class AA Illinois Association Of Christian Schools state tide and won his second consecutive tournament MVP award. Pursued by Olivet's basketball progam, Moore said that he wants to attend a Christian college where he can play against “the best competition that' I can." the guard is mulling over two other Christian school offers and said that he will make his decision in two months.I  The Lady Tigers also claimed some CCAC postseason awards. Senior' 
I Carissa Stiefel was named co-CCAC; Player o f the Year. Junior Sarah1 
Luginbill and freshman Julie 
Erffmeyer earned honorable mention honors. ................... H .....■
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Jerem y Scott, Matt Meyer, and Jonathan Bartling thrilled the show's audience with "Fugue For Tinhorns"from  the 
m usical Guysand Dolls. (John Dickson photo)
BY LISA GHHARDI 
___________ Arts Writer /On Thursday March 6, Green Room sponsored the first event involving dancing on stage at Olivet. Broadway 
Review, directed and produced by junior Kacy Pike with help from junior Randy Kinder, consisted o f a variety of acts from various musicals. Performances involved acting, singing, and dancing.Some o f the acts were Jonathan Battling, Matt Meyer, and Jeremy Scott singing acapella “Fugue For Tinhorns” from Guys and D olls ; Matt McBumie singing and dancing as Snoopy .in  “Suppertime” from You’re A Good 
Man, Charlie Brown, with Jay Sandbloom as Charlie; Justin Nixon singing “Once Upon a Time” from All-American-, and Carrie Burton, Beth Ferree, Jocelyn French, Shannah French,Jayme Hancock, and Jill Stone singing “Maria” from The 
Sound o f M usic, with Olivia Bennett as Maria. Others acts included Chris­tine Caldwell and Shannon Clark singing “I Know Him So Well” from Chess ; Jonathan Battling and Julie Rate singing and dancing to “People Will Say We’re In Love” from Oklahom a ; Judy Hendrickson singing “Summertime” from
Porgy and Bess.; and Scott Armstrong and Tim Bensch singing and dancing to “Guys and Dolls” from Guys and Dolls. Keefy Long played “On My Own” from Les 
Miserables, on the piano as well as sing­ing. The idea for the Broadway Review was planted last year, but it never took root. This year, however, Pike vol­unteered to be in chaige. She began with the process of auditions and e-mailed pro­fessors and resident directors, informing them that any person could be in the show. Auditions were performed in front o f a student board that included junior Trisha Cunningham, senior Nate Bensch, and junior Carrie Williams. Although some people were not clear about the show’s format, Pike gave them a chance to audi­tion a second time if needed.After the audition process, dance numbers went in front of another board that-included Ron Hadley, Brian Parker, Dr. Jay Martinson, Professor Jeff Wells, and Pike. These “judges” pro­nounced the dances as well within the guidelines set forth by Wells. Some of the stipulations included no excessive move­ment that would be seen as suggestive; vertical positions during partner dancing and “no touching below the waist or on the front o f the torso”; skirts or pants that
hang below the knee for women as well as skirts that do not reveal undergarments during choreography. Shorts were not considered appropriate either for either men or women.Set, props, and advertising were the concerns that came next Sopho­mores Tessa Waterbury and Emily Kortanek, and freshman Elizabeth Bourne worked on set and props, while junior Aimee Copley handled the advertising.The final week before the show was crazy for Pike. “It just started coming together on Wednesday night,” she said. “I saw it finally come together the night o f the performance. It was a team effort, and God was definitely in­volved.” She also commented that she owes “big thanks” to Chris Stoker, Marcus Lackey, Noel Whitis, and Dale Owen for their talent with lights and sound. She appreciated the band’s contributions as well. Kinder was in charge of the band, which was comprised of Jon-Marc Thill on bass, Mark Hendrickson on per­cussion, and Beth Rogers playing the pi­ano. As Brad Zehr remarked, “the band added a lot to the show.” Julie Habegger added, “The piano player was awesome.”In response to her part
Rogers replied, “It was fun. I hope there will be another show next year.”Responses toward the show were mostly positive. “I liked it  I thought it was cool,” said Paul Coomer.1  was very impressed with the tap-dancing and the fact that it was permitted. I thought the whole show was of very high quality. I laughed, I cried. It moved me," said Debi Jellema.Pike said, “I am really pleased overall. It was a lot o f wotk, but it was well worth the effort.”One drawback was men- tionedbyTrad Hall. “My only disappoint­ment was that there weren’t more acts," she said. “But the people ip it seemed to have a lot o f enthusiasm. I was impressed with the wide variety of musicals. It was creative.” Joelle Heilemann looks for­ward to more. “It set an interesting pre­cedent which I hope they can follow up next year.” Pike does have hopes for a shownextyear. “People are saying, ‘Ican’t wait till'next yeari, so I guess it’s annual now.” However, she hopes that next year there will be at least three people in chaige of the prduction, direction, and music. She also hopes to encourage more
students to try out next year.“Wehave so much talent but not everyone can be in a band, choir, or play. It was good for them [those in­volved] to have an oudet to showcase their talent which didn't require a big time commitment,” Pike said.R.J. Droese also spoke of tal­ent. "Broadway Review  was awesome ' because there’s so much talent at school that we never see and it was a good chance for them to show it. It inspired me to get back on stage. I would definitely tryout next year.”Senior Jeremy Scott thinks this will make a lasting impression at Olivet. “I’m very glad that I had the chance to be a part o f the Broadway Review. I was especially happy to see so many non­musical students take part We had a lot of fun and put on a good show, and we probably opened some doors. It’s a trend that I think will only improve the quality of the already growing theater program at Olivet.” Will there be a show next year? What do you say? According to Pike, in the words of the great performers, “The show must go on!”
The number "Suppertime" from  You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown was sang 
by Matt M cBum ie and co-starred Ja y Sandbloom as Charlie. The act was 
one o f many that made Broadway Review a success. "(John Dickson'photo)' •
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